**KDMC hospital without doctors, food and radiologists**

*SWAPNIL MISHRA*  

The patients admitted at the KDMC hospital on Wednesday were in for a shock when they found that there were no doctors or staff on the premises. A senior official of the hospital confirmed that a large number of doctors were absent and that patients were sent home. The patients were left to fend for themselves, with many of them complaining of severe pain and discomfort. The hospital authority has been asked to investigate the matter and ensure that proper medical care is provided to the patients. 

**Producer Tapkir’s suicide: Cops arrest widow, two brothers for mental torture**

*AGENCIES*  

Pune Deputy Mayor dies of heart attack while jogging in morning

**Woman kills hubby’s second wife, lives with corpse for 2 days**

*SURESH GOLANI*  

In a horrifying incident which has sent shock waves across the city, a 16-year-old woman allegedly confessed to murdering her second husband and keeping his body with her for two days. The incident took place in a local area, and the police have arrested the woman on suspicion of murder. The deceased was a 45-year-old man who had recently remarried after his first wife died. The police are investigating the case further to determine the motive for the crime. 
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